
 
 

Commands List 
 

● Core Autism Service Dog Commands  
○ Lay On - Dog is to lay on top of a person’s body who is lying on the floor 

or a raised surface. The dog is to lay lengthwise or across the person’s 
body until released, the direction determined by a hand signal of drawing a 
line across the person in the direction the dog is to lie. This must be done 
as calmly and gentle as possible. This deep pressure provides a calming 
effect and helps to regulate the sensory system.  

○ Nudge - Dog is to firmly muzzle punch specified (by name only, no point) 
person and then sit or lay near the person until released. This provides 
touch intervention and will help to redirect the intended person, helping 
them focus on the task at hand.  

○ Lap - Dog is to lay across lap, providing deep pressure, while seated or on 
the floor, remaining in position until released. This must be done as calmly 
and gentle as possible. This deep pressure provides a calming effect and 
helps to regulate the sensory system.  

○ Go To “child’s name” - Dog is to walk over to specified (by name or 
point) person, sitting or lying near them until released. Person may or may 
not engage the dog. The dog's presence can provide a calming effect.  

○ Hug - Dog is to remain still while a person hugs for an extended period of 
time.  This provides a calming effect for the person.  

○ Halt - While on leash the dog is to plant, providing a slight pressure on the 
leash if the person continues walking. Pressure on the leash can redirect 
the person holding the leash, helping them to focus / pay attention or stop 
moving forward.  

○ Relax - Dog is to rest head in persons lap while pressing down slightly for 
light pressure.  

 
 
 
 



 
● Public Access Commands 

○ Dress- Dog is to assist in putting on harness and vest 
○ Get Your Leash- Dog is to pick up end of leash and hand to person 
○ Load up- Dog is to jump into car 
○ Say Hi - Dog is to calmly approach stranger and allow for petting. 
○ Go In- Dog is to lay underneath designated area and remain until released 
○ Wait- Wait at threshold  

● Companion Commands 
○ High Five - Person hold up hand as if saying “stop” while dog lifts one 

paw to make contact with persons hand.  
○ Find “child’s name” - Dog is to engage in hide and seek with person. 

Dog is to use sight to search for the person. The dog is not taught to 
scent.  

○ Fetch - Dog is to chase after and return ball or other toy to person.  
○ Shake- Dog is to hand person their paw 
○ Kiss*- Dog is to lick person on command 
○ Turn- Spin a circle 
○ Roll- Dog is to do a half roll to expose belly for examination 

*It is important that the dog does not engage in licking, unless given the 
command “Kiss”.  
 

● Obedience Commands 
○ Sit- Place behind on ground until released 
○ Down- Lie down until released 
○ Stay- Remain in position until released 
○ Release- Release from command 
○ Come- Immediately come to handler and sit in front of them until released 
○ Heel- Dog is to position himself on handler’s left side and walk close next 

to handler until given another command 
○ Let’s Go- Dog is to walk on a loose leash without pulling and without 

eliminating or sniffing 
○ Leave it- Dog is to remove attention from item, person, or animal 
○ Touch- Dog is to touch muzzle to person’s hand 
○ Off- Dog is to put all four paws on the ground/floor 
○ No- Serious correction, said in a firm voice 
○ Nope, Wrong- Used to tell the dog that they made a mistake 
○ Better Hurry- Dog is to eliminate on command 
○ Wait - For a food item or toy and or at a threshold 



○ Here- Dog is to move front of body to where handler is pointing. To be 
used at close distances, is not a recall 

○ Drop it- Dog is to drop item to the ground/floor 
○ Jump On- Dog is to jump with all four paws onto a bed, couch, bench, 

table... 
○ Fix- Dog is to assist in untangling leash from under their leg 
○ No Lick - The dog is to stop licking  
○ Kennel- Dog is to enter crate and wait until released 
○ Settle- Dog is to calm themselves. Said in a relaxing voice 
○ Back- Dog is to take a few steps backwards 

 
 

● Advanced Obedience Commands 
○ Place- Dog is to go to designated mat/bed and remain until released  
○ Down - from a distance 
○ Halt - When off leash, dog is to immediately stop and stay in place until 

released. 
○ Get It- Dog is to pick up item  
○ Bring It Here- Dog is to bring item to handler 
○ Give- dog is to hand item to handler 
○ Out- Dog is to exit the room they are currently in 

 
  
 


